A system for acoustically positioning a noisy platform. An array of transponders, adapted to be deployed in a region of water, is provided. A transducer is mounted on the noisy platform and another transducer is mounted on a relatively quiet vehicle tethered to the platform. A first means is provided for transmitting acoustical energy from the transducer on the noisy platform to said array and from said array to said trans ducer on said vehicle for measuring the distance from said noisy platform to said quiet vehicle via said tran sponders in said array. A second means is provided for transmitting acoustical energy from the transducer on said vehicle to said array and back to said vehicle for measuring the distance said vehicle is from the tran sponders in said array. Calculating means is coupled to said first and second means for determining the location of said noisy platform relative to said array. 
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NAVIGATION SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR DETERMINING THE POSITION OF A RELATIVELY NOISY PLATFORM USING UNDERWATER TRANSPONDERS FIELD OF THE INVENTION
The instant invention relates to a navigation system and a method of determining the position of a relatively noisy platform (which can be either a surface ship, other vessel or a submersible) relative to an array of underwa ter transponders.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
Various commercial, scientific and military opera tions require that a platform on or in the ocean be accu rately located with respect to an array of previously positioned transponders. The platform can be a vessel, a surface ship or a submersible.
Such technology is well known. The first step is to deploy an array of transponders underwater and thence to accurately calibrate their relative or absolute posi tions. Techniques for calibrating an array of underwater transponders are well known and are described in the applicant's prior U. of monitoring the position of a towed underwater appa ratus using an array of three submerged transponders. Other U.S. patents dealing with techniques for locat ing something vis-a-vis an array of underwater tran sponders include U.S. Pat. Nos. 4, 635, 236; 4, 555, 779; 4, 110, 726 Conference: Instrumentation on Oceanography, Ban gor, Wales, (22-25 Sept. 1975) , discusses the problems inherent in a hull mounted sonar system. An advantage of using acoustic transponders is that they can provide a highly accurate navigational fix, but a concomitant disadvantage is that they can generally be used only over a relatively small area. Depending upon local bathymetry and weather conditions, acoustic transponders are generally spaced within a small multi ple of the water depth in which they are located. If the object whose location is to be measured is either a ship or a submersible, on board ship noise from propulsion equipment, auxiliary equipment, propeller and water noise tend to mask acoustic signals coming from tran sponders and thereby impose further constraints on the distances over which this technology can be used. That is, the ship or submersible must be sufficiently close to the transponders so that the acoustic signals generated by the transponder can be heard over the noise gener ated by the ship or submersible. It is, therefore, an ob ject of this invention to eliminate or reduce the masking in FIG. 1 , those skilled in the art will appreciate the fact that either fewer or more transponders may form the array, de pending upon the accuracy of the fix desired. Those skilled in the art will also appreciate that the transpon ders are typically responsive to acoustic energy re ceived thereat (in which it is typically referred to as an "interrogation' signal) for the purpose of generating responsive acoustic energy (which is typically referred to as a "reply' signal). In the underwater environment, the interrogation signal and the reply signal must have some means of differentiation, which is typically pro vided by having the interrogation signal and the reply signal occur at different frequencies. Additionally, the transponders can be responsive to a number of interro gation signals at differing frequencies for the purpose of generating a common or different reply frequency sig nals. The reader is directed to the inventor's prior U.S. Pat. No. 4,097,837 for further information in this regard. In order to locate the position of ship 10, the array of underwater transponders, T1, T2, T3 ..., must first be calibrated and that may be done, for example, in accor dance with the teachings of my prior U.S. Pat. No. 4,097,837 discussed above.
After the array has been calibrated, if the acoustic ranges R11-NP, RT2-NP and RT3-NP are determined, then 4,924,446 3 the ship's position can be readily calculated. In the prior art, this would have typically been accomplished by the ship sending out one or more acoustic "interrogation' signals to the array of transponders which would then respond with "reply' signals which would be picked up by a receiver located on the ship, assuming that the ship was sufficiently close to the array to "hear" the reply signals over the ship's ambient noise. As the ship's ambi ent noise increases, the closer it must be to the array of transponders for this technique to operate satisfactorily. If the ship cannot "hear" the acoustic reply signals from some or all of the transponders in the array, the ship either loses accuracy in its fixes, or worse is not able to do a fix at all.
In accordance with the present invention, a tethered vehicle, such as submersible 11, is deployed which is in acoustic communication with the array of transponders and preferably with the ship. Furthermore, submersible 11 is in electrical communication with the control and calculating equipment 14 aboard ship 10 via tow cable 12. A number of acoustic ranges are depicted in the figures using the letter "R" with various subscripts. The NQ subscript stands for Noisy Platform to Quiet Vehi cle, the T1-QV subscript stands for transponder T1 to Quiet Vehicle, while the T1-NP subscript stands for transponder T1 to Noisy Platform. Transponders T2 and T3 are identified as such in the subscripts. In this embodiment the ship 10 is the Noisy Platform while the submersible 11 is the Quiet Vehicle. These ranges will be used in the following discussion of the apparatus and method for measuring the position of a relatively noisy platform, such as ship 10, using a relatively Quiet Vehi cle, such as submersible 11, and an array of transponders T1, T2, T3 ...
In accordance with the present invention, the Noisy Platform, for example, ship 10, must transmit one or more acoustic interrogation signals to which both the array of transponders T1, T2, T3... and Quiet Vehicle, for example, submersible 11, are responsive. Whether a single interrogation signal or a number of interrogation signals are transmitted from the transmitter 15 located on ship 10 depends on whether or not the receiver elec tronics of the array operate on a common interrogation signal basis. Generally speaking, in an array of transpon ders, the transponders are generally responsive either to (1) a common interrogation signal or (2) unique interro gation signals. If the transponders are responsive to a common interrogation signal, then they typically each generate a unique reply signal in response thereto so that the individual transponders can be differentiated by the frequency, for example, of their unique reply signal. On the other hand, if each transponder is responsive to a unique interrogation signal, then the reply signal which is generated is typically a common reply signal (i.e., of the same frequency, for example).
Assuming, for the moment, that a common interroga tion signal is used, then the ship 10 transmits that com mon interrogation signal which is received directly by submersible 11 and, depending upon the elapsed time between the generation of that signal at the ship 10 and its receipt at the submersible vehicle 11, which is electri cally transmitted up the cable 12 to the ship, the acous tic range RNQ can be easily calculated using the afore mentioned control and calculation equipment 14 aboard the ship 10. The array of transponders T1, T2, T3 ... are similarly responsive to the common interrogation signal generated by the transmitter 15 on ship 10 and generate, in response thereto, a unique reply signal for each transponder. The receiver aboard the submersible vehicle 11 is responsive to each of the unique reply signals generated by the array of transponders. By mea suring the elapsed time between the generation of the common interrogation signal and the receipt of each unique reply signal from each transponder, the acoustic ranges are RT1-NP plus RT1-ov, RT2-NPplus RT2-ovand RT3-NP plus RT3-ov can be readily determined. Now, if the transmitter aboard the submersible vehi cle 11 is caused to transmit preferably the same common interrogation signal that the ship transmitted, and sub mersible vehicle 11 then listens for the reply signals generated by the transponders T1, T2, T3 ..., and these replies are transmitted up the cable 12, then the dis tances RT, RT2-ov, and RT3-ov can be easily calculated by measuring the elapsed times between the transmis sion of the common interrogation signal and the receipt of the various reply signals.
Thereafter, if the measured acoustic range RT1-ovis subtracted from the measured range RT1-NP plus RT1 QV, the result is RT-NP, the acoustic range between the ship and transponder T1. Of course, this same calcula tion can be easily made for transponders T2 and T3 and having calculated RT-NP, RT2-NP and RT3-NP, the posi tion of the noisy platform, i.e., the ship, can be accu rately fixed using known calculational techniques. Since the ship submissible vehicle will likely move relative to the array while the measurements are being made, such relative movement should be compensated for when using known calculational techniques to improve the accuracy of the fix. In the foregoing description, it was assumed that the common interrogation signal was first transmitted from the ship 10 and thereafter from submersible vehicle 11. Those skilled in the art will appreciate, of course, that the order in which those common interrogation signals are broadcast and whether or not they are actually of the same frequency or of different frequencies, or whether the signals are electrically processed at the submersible or the ship is a matter of design choice.
Moreover, those skilled in the art will appreciate that whether a common interrogation signal or a unique interrogation signal system is used, is also a matter of design choice. Thus, instead of transmitting a common interrogation signal, the transmitter aboard ship 10 could transmit a series of unique interrogation signals and the transponders 10, in response thereto, generate a common reply signal. The receiver aboard submersible 11 would then listen for a common reply signal from each transponder for the purpose of calculating the distances RTI-NP plus RT-QV, RT2-NP plus RT2-ov and RT3-NP plus RT3-ov. This submersible would also gener ate the unique interrogation signals to the transponders to receive the reply signals therefrom for the purpose of calculating the distances RT-ov, RT2-QV and RT5-ov. Again, the order in which these various signals are generated, is a matter of design choice. Once the afore mentioned acoustic ranges are determined, they can be subtracted from each other in the manner discussed above so as to calculate the acoustic ranges RTI-NP, RT2-NP and RT3-NP. Thereafter, the position of the ship can be accurately fixed using known calculational tech niques.
The common interrogation signal first discussed above may be preferable to the unique interrogation signal technique discussed most recently above by rea son of the fact that the amount of signaling required from the ship is reduced and therefore it may be possible 4,924,446 5 to obtain more rapid (and hence, more accurate) posi tion fixes due to the resulting higher data rate.
Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the RNo measurement is not necessary, but that it improves the submersible z coordinate determination when it is in the plane of the transponders and, as another data point, improves the overall system accuracy.
Those skilled in the art will also appreciate that the interrogation signal can be generated first at either the ship, or the submersible vehicle, as a matter of design choice. Moreover, instead of using a common interro gation signal and unique reply signals, in order to differ entiate one transponder from another, a unique interro gation signal may be used with a common reply signal (or even with a unique reply signal, if desired). The common interrogation signal system discussed in detail above is preferred since that minimizes the number of acoustic signals which must be generated by transmitter 15 and by the transmitter aboard submersible vehicle 11, which, as a result, permits the fix to be made and calcu lated more quickly.
As illustrated, the surface ship only transmits and the tethered submersible vehicle both transmits and re ceives. Since the surface ship transmits only, the surface ship's environmental noise due to its propulsion machin ery, auxiliary systems, and the like, does not interfere with this technique since (1) no receiving need be ac complished aboard the ship and (2) the transmitted acoustic interrogation signal is always much more loud than is the ship's environmental noise. Those skilled in the art will appreciate the fact that the distances shown in FIG. 1 are illustrative, and not to scale. Thus, the distance between the ship and the sub mersible vehicle may be significantly less than the dis tance between either the ship or the submersible vehicle and the various transponders in the array. Since the submersible vehicle may be located relatively close to the ship, the acoustic interrogation signal generated by the submersible vehicle is not likely to be masked by the ship's environmental noises and given the fact that ships of the type having a transmitter for generating acousti cal sound are highly likely to also have a receiver for receiving acoustic sounds, that some practicing the instant invention may decide to measure the acoustic range RNQ at the same time that the submersible vehicle transmits one or more interrogation signals to the array of transponders T1, T2, T3 ... However, given the fact that the array of transponders T1, T2, T3 are likely to be considerably more distant from the ship than will be the submersible vehicle, the present invention offers the potential of using the described acoustic technique for of FIG. 1 , except that the tow fish trans ducer electronics may be located aboard ship and the tether cable 12 is only of a sufficient length to get the tow fish sufficiently far from the ship 10 to reduce back ground and environmental noise to an acceptable level.
The foregoing description assumes that the ship 10 provides the relatively Noisy Platform while the sub mersible 11 is a relatively Quiet Vehicle. However, those skilled in the art, will appreciate that at times the ship may be relatively quiet compared to the submers ible. In FIG. 3 , for example, the submersible 16 is a work vehicle coupled to ship 10 via a tether 12, and the submersible 16 has thrusters 17 deployed thereon mak ing the environmental noise at the submersible 16 possi bly higher than the environmental noise at the ship 10. In this case, the ship 10 is the Quiet Vehicle 11 and the RT-NP plus RT-ov and RT-ov, etc.) which would be measured as before and, then, upon subtracting RT-ov from RTI-NP plus RT1-9v, the resulting range is, of course, the desired range RT-NP. Similar calculations would provide RT-NP, RT3-NP, and so forth for all the transponders T1, T2, T3, . . ., in the array, giving an accurate location fix of noisy platform 16.
Also, other transmitters can be added at other points of interest, for example, along a lift pipe having a suc tion vehicle or pod at the bottom thereof. The location of those points of interest, i.e., the transmitters, can be accurately tracked just as the location of transmitter 15 on the noisy submersible 16 of FIG. 3 can be accurately tracked. Thus, the configuration of the whole lift pipe arrangement can be accurately determined since the position of a number of transmitters disposed thereon can be accurately tracked. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the different transmitter on the lift pipe can be differentiated by selecting appropriate interroga tion and/or reply frequencies.
Having describing the invention with respect to cer tain embodiments thereof, modification may now sug gest itself to those skilled in the art. For example, the transmitter 15 shown located on the hull of ship 10 could be moved off ship 10 and placed, instead, in the4,924,446 7 (c) calculating a number of first acoustic ranges be tween said vehicle and the transponders in said array by transmitting at least one interrogation signal from said vehicle, each said transponders responding to said at least one interrogation signal by transmitting a reply signal, said vehicle having means to receive said reply signal, measuring the elapsed times between the generation of said at least one interrogation signal and the reception of 8 ing the elapsed time to determine said third acous tic range; and (g) using said third acoustic range to improve the accuracy of the calculation performed in step (e). 7. The system of claim 6, wherein said calculating means is located aboard said ship.
8. The system of claim 5, wherein said platform is a 35 work vehicle and said first mentioned vehicle is a ship.
9. The system of claim 8, wherein said calculating means is located aboard said ship. 
